
Court Reporter I 

Full Time 
$32.36 - $39.31 per hour DOE 

Or 

Court Reporter II 

Full Time 
$35.66-$43.35 per hour DOE 

*Signing Bonus for 2-Year Commitment

Application Deadline: 

Continuous Until Filled 

CAREER OPPORTUNITY: 

I 

APPLY HERE 
-------

The Superior Court of California, County of Lassen is now accepting applications for a full-time Court Reporter 1/11. 

The Court Reporter will report to the Court Executive Officer and will perform a variety of functions independently 

under the general direction of the CEO. Incumbents in this two-level class series record and transcribe verbatim 

stenographic accounts of official court proceedings. 

Court Reporter I is the entry level classification of this series. This class is distinguished from Court Reporter II 

classification in that the latter is experienced and responsible for lead work, including court calendar monitoring and 

coordinating work of contract court reporters. 

Court Reporter II is the journey level classification of this series. Employees in this classification are experienced court 

reporters performing routine and complex court reporting work, including real time reporting. Incumbents in this 

classification are responsible for monitoring court calendars, anticipating court reporter needs and coordinating work 

of court reporters. Incumbents in this classification receive only occasional instruction and assistance as new or 

unusual situations arise and are fully competent and knowledgeable of court procedures. 

A successful candidate must have the ability to record and certify verbatim testimony of court proceedings using 

stenographic equipment pursuant to law and as direct by Judicial officers and the CEO, ask for judicial clarification of 

instructions, orders, or other actions to properly report the official record, read back all, or portions of, official court 

proceedings upon instruction from the judge, record in real-time testimony of court proceedings using stenographic 

equipment when requested by the court, prepare printed or magnetic media transcripts, review and certify printed 

transcripts of court proceedings in a timely manner and as required by law, maintain a variety of electronic and paper 

files of that portion of the court record for which the reporter is directly responsible, prepare daily transcripts as 

needed, provides transcripts of proceedings on request of parties or by order of the court, and review calendars and 

work with contract reporters to ensure all court departments have daily court reporter coverage. 






